Alumni Directory: Have you purchased your copy?
Dominican grads change emails, jobs and locations so often that is hard to keep up. Alumni Relations has partnered with Publishing Concepts International (PCI) to update contact information for alumni around the world so that we can keep you up-to-date on news and activities from campus. PCI also will help produce a beautiful bound publication as well as a CD that will allow you to find your old friends and be used for personal and professional networking.

The publication will feature an introduction and a history of the Dominican and the Alumni Association. The alumni directory is scheduled for publication in early 2012. To make sure that the directory is as up-to-date as possible PCI began contacting alumni in February to verify that the information we will print is accurate and complete. Over the next several months, you may receive postcards, emails, or phone calls from PCI asking for updated contact information. We would appreciate your cooperation in updating your contact information. All updates are returned to us so that our database remains current. PCI is only collecting information for purposes of the directory. Your information will not be released to any third parties. Please help us make this publication full of the latest information about you and your fellow alumni. It will be a fun and useful reference, as well as helpful in keeping people in touch with one another.
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